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Introducing PSCU's Finance Coach!

PSCU Direct Advantage Plus program is #moneygoals. Is your checking account working for you? Go to www.PSCUFinanceCoach.com to see how you
can tackle your finances and put yourself in a better position. Check out this video to see the Finance Coach in action!
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Volunteering During Retirement
How and why to sign up for volunteer opportunities after you exit the workforce

Most people spend the majority of their adult lives saving up for retirement. However, many retirees find themselves somewhat bored with their post-work
life once they finally hit the retirement milestone. As a result, the number of retirees seeking volunteer work is on the rise. In a recent Consumer Reports
survey, two-thirds of respondents between the ages of 55 and 70 said that they planned to volunteer during their retirement.

Because volunteer work can be a large time commitment, it’s important to determine the form of volunteering that best fits your personality and lifestyle.

Why do retirees volunteer?
Retirees can choose to pursue volunteer work for a number of reasons. As previously
mentioned, many retirees ultimately find retirement to be somewhat boring without a
consistent work schedule.

Tom Sightings of U.S. News explains that volunteer work also serves as a way for
retirees to build social connections. A recent survey found that 85 percent of retirees
made new friends by volunteering. Existing friendships can also convince retired people
to volunteer. Nanci Hellmich of USA Today says that many retirees ask their friends to
volunteer with them.

Benefits of volunteering
Volunteers find that their work offers numerous benefits, the most obvious being a sense
of purpose, says Sightings. But the benefits of volunteering extend beyond just
emotional health. According to research from the University of Calgary, retirees who
volunteer have a reduced risk of developing dementia. During a recent survey,
three-quarters of retired respondents said volunteering made them feel more physically
healthy, explains Sarah Max of Time.

Volunteering can even present financial benefits. While most volunteer positions are
unpaid, a handful do come with a small salary. Certain volunteer positions provide VIP
access to events or free admittance to local attractions, says Max.

Drawbacks of volunteering
Despite the numerous benefits that volunteering can provide to retirees, it is not without its drawbacks. The most notable of these disadvantages is the
required time commitment. Thomas C. Corley of Investopedia writes that many retirees are not ready for or aware of the amount of time a volunteer
position requires.

For this reason, Consumer Reports suggests that retirees start out small with temporary volunteer work to see if they are ready for an extended volunteer
position. Robert Laura of Forbes recommends that volunteers have an exit plan in place so they can easily leave a volunteer position if necessary.

How to find the right volunteer position
Before signing up for a volunteer position upon retirement, you should first determine what kind of job you want. Consumer Reports explains that the best
volunteer positions make use of your employment background.

Of course, this only applies if you enjoyed your line of work. Laura notes that many volunteers who return to the field from which they retired quickly
rediscover why they wanted to retire in the first place. He also recommends keeping your physical limitations in mind when volunteering for work. Many
retirees are unable to handle physical labor, which is required for some volunteer positions.

By signing up for volunteer work, you could add a healthy dose of fulfillment and purpose to your retirement.
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Getting the Best Car Loan
Why the right auto loan is so important—and how to get there

If you’re looking to buy a new car, you’re probably looking for the best price, too. And part of acquiring a good deal on your vehicle is getting the best car
loan possible. But not all car shoppers shop smart—they want to get in, get out and get on the road with their new vehicle.

Don’t make that mistake. Sometimes if you’re in a rush and don’t do your homework, you’ll wind up paying more than you should for an auto loan. And
nobody wants that.

“The big mistakes are made in the financing office,” explains Phil Reed, the senior consumer advice editor at Edmunds.com, the auto research website.
“Making the right decisions can save thousands over the life of the loan.”

“When you buy a car, make sure it’s something you can afford, something that truly meets your budget,” adds Melinda Zabritski, senior director of auto
finance at Experian Automotive. Otherwise you could risk running into financial problems in the future.

To make sure you’re making the right choice regarding an auto loan, here are five tips to keep in mind before you sign on the dotted line:

Evaluate your credit reports. It’s important to check your credit report at all

three of the major credit reporting agencies, which are Experian, Equifax and TransUnion.

“You want to check all three because you don’t know which one the lender will use and you want to give yourself time to fix any mistakes,” explains
Gerri Detweiler, director of consumer education for Credit.com. “I found a mistake when I went to buy a car a few years ago, and if I hadn’t
straightened it out, it would have cost me a lot of money.”

In addition, checking your credit score (try Credit.com, Credit Karma and/or Credit Sesame) beforehand will help you determine around where your
interest rates will be.

1.

Shop for second and third opinions. Most shoppers will finance at the car dealership where they’re buying their vehicle simply because it’s
convenient—but it may not offer the best deal. In fact, local financial institutions typically offer the best rates on car loans.

“A lot of people just assume they’re getting the best rate and terms from the dealer, and that’s the last assumption you should make,” says Liz
Weston, personal finance columnist and author of the book “Deal with Your Debt.” “You can apply for that loan, have it all set up, and then pull the
plug at the last minute, if the dealer’s offer is better."

2.

…But shop for a maximum of two weeks. Anything longer than two weeks can hurt your wallet. How? Each time you apply for a loan (regardless
of whether you’re approved or you take the loan), your credit score can be negatively impacted, which can make it harder to get a good loan. So in
the interest of saving money—and time—keep your rate shopping to a two-week maximum, experts advise.

3.

Go for the shorter-term loan. Most car buyers tend to lean toward longer loans because the monthly payment is smaller. However, in the long run,
you’re actually paying more the longer the loan runs, due to interest.

“You definitely pay more in the long run because these long loans typically have high interest rates,” says Mike Quincy of Consumer Reports Autos.
The perfect loan time for your vehicle?

“Try to limit your car loan to about 48 months,” advises Quincy. “That’s the optimal amount of time you should pay for your car.”

4.

 One of the first questions most salespeople will likely ask you is how much you can afford to pay each month for your vehicle. However, there’s no
obligation for you to answer that—and you shouldn’t want to. If you focus on only the monthly payment, you won’t know the exact value of your
trade-in, and you could wind up getting ripped off.

“If you just look at the monthly payment, you’ll have no idea what you’re being charged for the car, you won’t really know what you’re getting for
your old vehicle and you won’t know what the interest rate really is,” says Jack Gillis, author of “The Car Book 2014.” “The artificially low monthly
payment will disguise the fact that you’re paying more than you should for the car and financing and getting less than you could for your trade-in.”

5.

Use these helpful tips to work out the best possible deal, and don’t forget to stop by to find out the best possible rates we have for you so your purchase
can be as stress-free as possible.
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Applying for Loans Online
Applying for a loan online is quick and easy, but is it the right choice for you?

In the information age, you can do everything from ordering groceries to pursuing a college degree from an accredited university online. Your money has
moved online to thanks to your financial institution’s secure websites and apps, allowing you to make transfers and pay bills anywhere and anytime you
need to. If you need a loan for one reason or another, the ability to apply online eliminates the need to leave the house, but it may seem a bit risky given
the gravity of the decision. Is it a good idea to apply for a loan online? Let’s take a look.

The application process
Before you fill anything out, you need to consider your financial standing and
aspirations. Lucy Lazarony of Credit.com recommends that your first step should be to
check your credit score to determine if you are in a position to be approved for a loan. If
your credit score is weak, you may have your application denied outright or be hit with a
higher interest rate. If it’s not imperative that you receive the money right away, take
time instead to build your credit score so you can have a higher chance of finding a loan
with a reasonable interest rate.

You’ll also want to consider how much money you’ll need and what you need it for,
which could impact the kind of loan for which you apply. If you need some extra
cash-on-hand for a renovation or addition to your home, for example, you may be better
suited for a home improvement loan than a personal loan. Use your financial institution’s
website to check the loan packages available to you and determine which best suits
your situation and needs.

Once you have a loan picked out, you’ll want to gather essential information that will be
key in the lender’s final decision. Lazarony suggests having your monthly rent or house
payment amount, the name of your employer and employment history handy as you
may be asked about them on the application. Then it’s as simple as going online, filling
out the application completely, submitting it and waiting for your approval.

Is it better to apply in person? 
You may notice that the steps required to apply for a loan online are quite similar to those necessary to apply in person. That’s because there is often no
difference: A financial institution’s online loan application process is typically identical to its process for handling loans filled out in a branch. Because there
are often no differences between the two, applying online tends to be the best choice if you’re confident about your chances for approval and the loan
you’ve selected.

If you have questions, however, visiting a financial institution in person is likely the best way to go. While you can consult with customer service
representatives online or over the phone, you’re liable to receive the most comprehensive answers to your questions by having a face-to-face meeting
with a representative.

Whether you apply online or in person, it’s important to approach a financial decision as significant as taking out a loan with the proper degree of respect.
Do your diligence, weigh your options and only pull the trigger if everything fits your circumstances and lines up with your goals.
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MCUL & In My Feelings

Back in August, One Detroit Credit Union challenged PSCU to the "In My Feelings" challenge. Since then, the Michigan Credit Union League (MCUL) has
challenged all of Michigan's Credit Unions to participate in the viral video dance. The challenge features the song “In My Feelings”, by Drake. PSCU
completed the challenge and you can see our video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e9YHJ0nE-C0

For every video completed by a credit union, the MCUL will donate $500 to the Children's Miracle Network. They will donate up to $50,000! Read more
about it in the Credit Union Journal here:
https://www.cujournal.com/news/with-50-000-on-the-line-michigan-credit-unions-go-all-in-on-the-kikichallenge?brief=00000158-73f9-d502-a5fd-7bfbd3d10000.
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Employee Spotlight

This month's employee spotlight is on LaDonna Taylor from the VA medical center branch. She has been with PSCU since 2009.
She is a die-hard Lions fan and enjoys listening to the Bell Biv Devoe Pandora station. If LaDonna is off on vacation, has a training
day or just not at her desk, members constantly ask “Where’s LaDonna at? When is she coming back?”. They genuinely care
because LaDonna makes it her daily mission to perform and exceed members expectations. Thank you for all you do, LaDonna! 
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Romulus Parade of Lights

 

On Friday, September 21st, PSCU teamed up with the Romulus Rotary Club to participate in the Romulus Parade of lights. We decked out our Mobile
Branch in lights and Halloween decorations and made their way through Downtown Romulus. 
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Columbus Day
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Tips for Saving Money on Clothing
Get the wardrobe you want without spending a bundle

With so many occasions and seasons to dress for, your clothing budget can easily get out of hand. While it’s nice to have a wardrobe that can address
every scenario and social gathering imaginable, you simply don’t have the money, or the closet space for that matter, to accommodate. These tips will
help you stay fashionable while being more frugal.

Ignore the calendar
There’s an allure that comes from walking into a clothing store and seeing all the fresh
styles for the upcoming season. According to Real Simple Writer Rebecca Daly, retailers
stock their shelves and racks with items from the upcoming season’s catalog about a
month before it gets into full swing; fall clothing tends to show up in August, winter
clothing typically appears at the start of November and so on.

Though you may be tempted to pounce on the clothing you like before the season
starts, Daly suggests holding off for the seasonal shift and the inevitable markdown. If
you hold off on a sweater or pair of jeans that you see in August, they’ll be significantly
cheaper when the store starts making floor space for winter. Rather than buying a new
bathing suit at the start of summer, get one more season out of your current swimming
gear and get new duds in September, when summer wear is much cheaper. Buying
seasonal clothing at the conclusion of that season is a great way to get value out of
your purchase.

Shop your own closet
After years and years of refreshing your wardrobe, your closet and drawers are likely
filled with items you don’t wear anymore or probably won’t wear again. If these items are
in good condition, Money Talks News’ Angela Colley and Christina Majeski recommend
taking them to your local consignment shop or selling them through online retailers
such as Poshmark, TheRealReal and thredUP. They note that even leather jackets,
rarely worn party dresses and other high-end items are also ideal for consignment.

While you’re adding to the inventory of a consignment shop or website, take a moment to shop for yourself. You’ll want to make sure that your eyes don’t
get bigger than you closet, particularly if you’re offloading a lot of clothes to make space, but shopping consignment stores is a great way to add a cool
new piece or two to your wardrobe for cheaper.

Be a savvy sales shopper
Cyber Monday, Black Friday and Amazon Prime Day are tempting opportunities to set aside your budget and let the deals guide you. But, as Daly notes,
the premise of these shopping holidays is just that: getting you to buy more than you need. The best rule for every purchase made during a major sale is
to always ask yourself if you’d consider buying an item at a higher price. If you wouldn’t, it may be superfluous. If you feel that you’re just a bit too
impulsive, you may even want to skip the festivities altogether.

Your clothing is a great opportunity to express yourself and present your ideal self to the world around you. While you should make every effort to present
your best self, it’s just as important that you’re being financially sound and savvy in the process. By knowing where to find the best deals and practicing
impulse control, you can balance a great wardrobe with a healthy savings account.
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